Guidelines regular papers NORMA20
NORMA contributions must be about research (empirical, theoretical, or developmental). The
following six elements must be addressed in the paper:







Objective/s or purpose/s of the research
Perspective(s) or theoretical framework
Methods, techniques, or modes of inquiry
Data sources, evidence, objects, or materials
Results and/or substantiated conclusions or warrants for arguments/point of view
Scientific or scholarly significance of the study or work

Format
Use the CERME11 template that you can find on the Norma20 website. The format of regular papers
must be as follows:




Restrict your paper to a maximum of eight pages, including references, figures and
appendices.
Indicate up to five key-words for the paper
Give references in the APA style (preferable APA7).

Papers not using the CERME- template and this format in full will not be accepted.
Submission
All revised papers must be submitted using the online submission tool. Submission deadline: July 1,
2021.
Authors are obliged to submit a blinded PDF-version of their paper together with a review response
letter where they address how they have responded to the review response from the reviewers and
the IPC.
The paper will not be sent out for a second review if the review response letter is missing.
Review process
Authors of regular papers are encouraged to resubmit their paper for consideration in the
conference proceeding. As such, it is possible (and recommended) to use review feedback and
feedback given during the presentation to improve the paper before submission.
The paper will be sent out to two of the original reviewers together with the review response letter.
Regarding the advice of the reviewers and the IPCs reading of the paper and the review response, the
paper can either be accepted, accepted with minor changes or rejected for the conference
proceedings. If the paper is accepted with minor changes, authors will have three weeks to
implement the changes before resubmitting the paper.
After acceptance, you will be asked to upload a named word version of your paper that will be used
for the proceedings.
Publication
Papers that are accepted for publication, will be published in the conference proceedings that give
publication credits according to the Nordic/Norwegian list (ISSN: 1651-3274).

The publisher is SMDF, Svensk Förening för Matematikdidaktisk Forskning, and the published
proceedings will be available in digital format from their website and from the conference website.
The copyright is retained by the authors, and all authors might upload/publish their paper on their
university website and in archives such as Research gate.
Papers must be professionally proofread before the final submission. There will not be an
opportunity to proofread after the paper is accented and the production of the proceedings has
started.
I do not want to resubmit my paper for the proceedings
If you do not want to resubmit your paper for consideration to the proceedings, that is fine.
However, we ask that you notify us by an email to g.a.nortvedt@ils.uio.no.

